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ABSTRACT

THE CONCEPT

The project represents an overview of the current situation
in online education in the Republic of Moldova.
The data was collected based on the literature analysis and
short empirical research performed on 25 English language
instructors, employed by the American Language Center,
who have been directly affected by the pandemic starting
March 2020.

Online education represents " the creation and proliferation of
the personal computer, the globalisation of ideas and other
human acts, and the use of technology in exchanging ideas
and providing access to more people". Collins (2002)

CASE STUDY
Study case on American Language Center - an English teaching school
Teachers were asked to take a 13 question survey.
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The data collection methodology can be replicated countrywide, leading to
increasing teachers' productivity and helping them overcome challenges.
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The opportunities highlighted by researchers are:
flexibility,
convenience,
efficient communication,
person centered teaching experiences
(Twigg, 2001; Curtain, 2002; Horton & Osborne, 2002; Hsu, 2002; as cited in Scagnoli,
2003.

ALC RESPONDENTS

INTRODUCTION
The COVID‐19 world crisis has generated unprecedented
changes. Education has also undergone dramatic
transformations.
The Republic of Moldova was unprepared to shift to online
education exclusively. However, the teachers have done an
enormous effort to adjust to the online reality.
Despite the fact that teachers were just expected to do their
jobs without being trained, coached, or offered professional
development resources they were able to redesign their
curricula and adjust teaching methods.
Online teaching can be both a challenge and opportunity, but
teachers need to regularly be asked by educational managers
for feedback and offered guidance and professional
development continuously.

25 % IDENTIFIED ONLINE TEACHING TO BE A
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY

Changing traditional methods from teacher centered to student
centered
Benefiting from continuous professional development,
acquiring new skills and abilities
Getting empowered, becoming more confident and oriented to
success
Becoming more flexible due to quick and easy feedback and
quality control
Increased role of school managers

CHALLENGES

CONCLUSION

ALC RESPONDENTS
75 % OF THE RESPONDENTS FOUND THE ONLINE TEACHING CHALLENGING

The time and effort for
class preparation
increased
Intense and timeconsuming IT
trainings needed
Curriculum, teaching
methods and
monitoring and
evaluation methods
require adjustment
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The diversity of online teaching resources creates
confusion.
Classes of over 20 students are harder to teach.
The time for explaining the new material in class
increased, the tempo of student’s understanding
decreased – the time and effort to deliver a lesson
doubled
Conflict situations are harder to be solved online
Level of professional frustration increased
Professional burnout became a significant issue

SUGGESTIONS
Thorough planning prior to the beginning of fall 2020 is obligatory.
Researchers advise school officials to develop objectives that
provide clear guidelines and directions. (Fish and Wickersham,
2009, p. 281).
Communication is core for the development of trust and
collaboration. (Dennen, Aubteen Darabi, & Smith, 2007).
Teachers should provide more support and empathy to the
students and colleagues, the lack of support represents one of
the main reasons for interpersonal conflicts (Conrad, 2009).
The study on ALC teachers revealed that asking teachers for their
feedback is extremely valuable. They need their voices to be heard
and adjustments implemented. This leads to stringent need in
strong and well- trained school managers and leaders.

To address the challenges of on-line teaching, managers need
to collect and act on regular feedback from educators.
Changes in education take decades;
it is a very conservative field with employees resistant to new
methods.
However, COVID -19 forced
massive adjustments of the
educational system for
both teachers and students.
No one expected that the
reality can change
overnight.
But it did and it hit hard,
especially in countries with
outdated educational
systems like the county I
come from, the Republic of
Moldova.
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Governments, school
managers and parents
as well as students
should be committed to
supporting teachers in the
development of long-term
strategies to overcome the
challenges, bridge the gaps
and explore the opportunities
for a brighter future of the
entire world.
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